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The Court of Accounts (Cour des Comptes) is an independent court of justice, acting within 
the framework of the Constitution and the rule of law.  The Court also assists Parliament and 
the Government, as part of the democratic process.  The Court is therefore a judicial authority 
as well as being an advisory body to the Legislative and Executive branches of government.  
This surprising combination may seem to contradict the constitutional principle of the 
separation of powers, but it is explained by the Court’s history. 
 
In most European countries, democracy is based on judicial systems handed down by history.  
However, within the European Union, the French Court of Accounts is one of the few 
Supreme Audit Institutions to have retained its traditional status as a judicial authority. 
 
The Court’s power to hold public accountants* personally liable for the monies they manage 
goes some way to explaining the professionalism of France’s public finance administration.  
Moreover, many past rulings by the Court have been enacted into law by Parliament, while 
the Court of Accounts’ jurisdiction has been extended to cover all persons, public or private, 
who have irregularly carried out the functions of public accountants. 
 
The impartiality of the Court’s rulings* is guaranteed by a set of procedures which apply the 
rules of fair process.  These include in particular the right to reply in due hearing* and 
collegiate decision-making.  The non-respect of rules is sanctioned by fines.  The Court thus 
dispenses justice in a modern and original manner, warranting its independence. 
 
* See the Lexicon at the end of this brochure.  
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“Society has the right to ask any public official to account for his administration” 
 
The independence of the Court is today dedicated to informing society, which has the right, 
solemnly set out in Article 15 of the French Declaration of Human Rights (1789), “to ask any 
public official to account for his administration”. 
 
Hence, the Court essentially evaluates the implementation of the annual Finance Laws (i.e. 
Acts), and, since 1996, the Laws relating to the financing of France’s social security system 
(including health).  Its reports are submitted to Parliament and made public.  They review the 
legal and accounting regularity of all transactions, based on an examination of accounts and 
supporting documents.  The Court also appraises the “proper use” of public money by all 
public organisations (their “performance”), by checking the regularity of transactions, 
economy (value for money), efficiency (the achievement of outputs relative to inputs), and 
effectiveness (the use of resources to achieve objectives). 
 
The Court’s reports have become a key tool in improving and modernising public 
management. 
 
The Legislature has demonstrated the trust it has in the Court’s independent expertise by 
progressively enlarging the scope of its authority.  This covers not just “public funds”, money 
managed by the State (l’Etat, i.e. central government), the latter’s organisations and the social 
security system, but also public corporations and subsidised bodies, as well as “public sector 
funds” requested by not-for-profit organisations. 
 
Furthermore, given that the State has progressively transferred certain competencies to 
institutions of the European Union, the Court of Accounts may also oversee “organisations 
which receive funding from the European Union”. 
 
Also, under the Organic Law of 1st August 2001, the Court has been assigned the new task of 
certifying the State’s accounts, starting in 2007. 
 
The Court of Accounts is today not solely responsible for executing its missions.  As part of 
the decentralisation and devolution process launched in 1982, twenty-six Regional or 
Territorial Chambers of Accounts were created to verify the accounts and audit the 
management of France’s local authorities.  This is a vital function, given that the powers of 
local authorities are growing. 
 
Apart from the traditional powers to judge and sanction, the Court and the Regional and 
Territorial Chambers have freedom to audit and the liberty to criticise.  Their working and 
investigative practices are regularly modified.  As a result, they are in constant dialogue with 
public authorities and play a major role in informing citizens. 
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HISTORY 

 
The Court of Accounts Throughout the Ages 
 
The Court of Accounts is the oldest “Great Corps” of the French civil service.  Its origins in 
fact go back to the Curia Regis or Royal Council of the Middle Ages, which sat in the 
sovereign’s residence on the island of Ile de la Cité in Paris (today, the Courts of Justice and 
the Holy Chapel, or Sainte-Chapelle). 
 
In 1256, an ordinance issued by Saint-Louis mentions a commission belonging to the Curia 
Regis, which calls upon the mayors of Upper Normandy to submit accounts to him every year. 
 
In 1303, the Paris Chamber of Accounts (camera compotorum) was set up in the Palais de la 
Cité, where it remained until the French Revolution.  Its initial organisation was set out in an 
ordinance by Vivier-en-Brie in 1320.  “Master clercs” (the ancestors of today’s conseillers 
maîtres or Audit managers) sat there together with the monarch’s representative (the finance 
sovereign).  The functions of today’s presidents and representatives of the public prosecutor 
emerged at the end of the 14th century. 
 
In the 15th century, the Chamber of Accounts became the most important body of the 
monarchy, after the Royal Council.  Its first role was to preserve Crown lands, the main 
source of royal income.  In addition to its assessment of accounts, the Chamber also enforced 
the law, through fines or corporal punishment. 
 
As the Chamber evolved into being a distinct institution, authority to order public payments 
and to manage public accounts also became separate functions. 
 
In 1497, a royal ordinance by Louis XI proclaimed that vacancies at the chambers could only 
arise following the death of incumbents, voluntary resignation or indictment for breach of 
duty.  This established the principle that the Court’s judges have security of tenure. 
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In the16th century, the influence and prestige of the Paris Chamber of Accounts declined little 
by little.  Extraordinary finances, mainly taxes whose administration and litigation occurred 
outside the Chamber, progressively replaced ordinary finances (income from Crown lands).  
Only the Chamber’s legal authority over accounts remained. 
 
The Ancien Régime 
On the eve of the Revolution, there was backlog of several decades in the Chamber’s rulings, 
and numerous accounts were no longer produced.  Nevetheless, membership of the Chamber 
increased continuously. 
 
Chambers of Accounts in the Provinces 
Towards the end of the Ancien Régime, there were twelve companies similar to the Paris 
Chamber.  Some were united with financial tribunals (cours des aides) and so had complete 
financial jurisdiction, covering litigation on taxes and Crown property.  Sovereign Chambers 
of Accounts, linked to France’s great aristocratic families, also existed in some provinces.   
Taken together, these Chambers were far from homogenous, though they were all abolished 
after the Revolution, by the Laws of 17th and 29th September 1791. 
 
By the Decree of 17th and 29th September, the National Constituent Assembly handed 
responsibility auditing the Nation’s accounts to the Legislative Body (Corps législatif).  The 
latter was supported technically be the “Office of Accounting”. The Revolutionary Wars 
subsequently disrupted dealing with the backlog of work left over the by Ancien Régime.  
This was only organised under the government of the French Directory.  The latter separated 
the “Commissioners of the National Accounts” from the Corps législatif , placing them under 
executive authority. 
 
The Establishment of the Court of Accounts 
However, it was soon obvious that the Commission of National Accounts lacked the authority 
and means to guarantee the proper use of public monies.  Napoleon therefore decided to 
reconstitute a judicial authority over public finances, and the Law of 16th September 1807 
established the present Court of Accounts.  Napoleon created  the Court as a single, 
centralised body, and today’s Regional Chambers were only set up 170 years later.  
Napoleon’s Court was also stamped by his authority, and reported to the Emperor alone.  Its 
role was strictly limited to auditing accounts.  Drawing on the traditions of the Ancien 
Régime, it operated in a judicial manner: its procedures included the written right of reply and 
decisions were collegial. 
 
Today’s Court of Accounts 
The responsibilities of the Court have expanded greatly over the last 50 years.  The Court’s 
role in auditing the application of the State budget was confirmed by the French Constitutions 
of 1946 and 1958, which expressly empower the Court to assist the Government and the 
Parliament in auditing the application of France’s Finance Laws.   
 
Since 1994, the organisation of the Court of Accounts, its remit and powers have been set out 
in Book I of the Public Finance Courts Code. 
 
The Court is celebrating its bicentenary in 2007.  For further information see: 
www.ccomptes.fr 
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ORGANISATION 
 
An Organisation with Seven Chambers 
 
The Court of Accounts is made up of seven Chambers, and it is headed by the First President. 
 
The First President’s direct staff include the Court’s Secretary General, and two Deputy 
Secretary Generals.  They are all nominated by the First President and appointed by decree.  
The First President has authority over several departments.  The Court also has its own a 
General Prosecution Office (Parquet général). 
 
The First President, in consultation with the Prosecutor General (Procureur général), 
organises the Court’s work.  He assigns the remits of the seven Chambers, and creates 
sections within a Chamber according to proposals made by each Chamber’s President.  The 
First President fixes the Court’s annual work programme, based on proposals made by these 
Presidents.  He chairs the Court’s Consultative Commission. 
 
The First President directs the Court’s departments and manages its magistrates and 
personnel.  He also manages the personnel of the Regional Chambers of Accounts, and chairs 
the Supreme Council of the Regional Chambers of Accounts. 
 
The Chambers 
Each Chamber is made up of about forty magistrates and rapporteurs, as well as assistants to 
the President and a clerk’s office. 
 
Each Chamber is responsible for: 
 
auditing the management of ministries in its remit and all public accounts relating to their 
transactions; 
 
auditing the accounts and the management of public organisations, be they administrative, 
industrial or commercial, and all bodies placed under the authority of the ministries; 
 
auditing the accounts and management of public corporations overseen by the ministries. 
 
The Responsibilities of the Chambers 
 
First Chamber: Ministry of Finance, Economy and the Budget; all public finance processes. 
 
Second Chamber: Ministries responsible for defence, industry, energy, foreign trade, 
commerce and craft industries; public corporations and industrial organisations linked to these 
sectors. 
 
Third Chamber: Ministries responsible for education, culture and research, and public 
broadcasting. 
 
Fourth Chamber: the Prime Minister’s offices, ministries responsible for “regal” public 
services (justice, home affairs and foreign affairs); appeals against rulings by the Regional 
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Courts of Accounts. 
 
Fifth Chamber: ministries responsible for employment, work, vocational training, housing, 
social affairs; organisations funded by contributions from the public. 
 
Sixth Chamber: ministries responsible for health and social security; health and social security 
organisations. 
 
Seventh Chamber: ministries responsible for public works, regional development planning, 
agriculture and fisheries, the environment and tourism; public corporations and organisations 
linked to these sectors. 
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The Role of the Court’s General Prosecution Office (Parquet général) 
 
The General Prosecution Office (Parquet général) is responsible for applying the law.  As 
such, it is considered as the legal department of the Court and as guardian of its jurisprudence. 
 
The General Prosecution Office’s main missions are to facilitate the Court’s work, to advise 
the Court on its opinions, to participate in the Court’s decisions and to monitor its activities.  
Traditionally, the Office is the main intermediary between the Court and other State 
authorities.  It is primarily responsible for applying the law, and is mindful of consistency of 
the Court’s and the Regional Chambers’ jurisprudence, as well as respect for due process of 
the law. 
 
Headed by the Prosecutor General, the General Prosecution Office contributes to the Court’s 
assessment and audit activities.  The Office participates, ex officio, in all in-house councils, 
committees and working groups of the Court.  It also provides preliminary opinions in a large 
number of areas (legislative and regulatory texts affecting the finance courts, jurisdiction, 
planning, procedure, recruitment and promotions, publications).  The Office’s written opinion, 
stated as “conclusions”, is usually required before the examination of any report by the 
relevant chambers.  The “conclusions” seek to clarify issues for the Court, analyse 
irregularities found by rapporteurs with regard to applied law and jurisprudence, emphasise 
the main points in any audit, recommend the appropriate right of reply procedures, evaluate 
the relative importance of various observations, particularly with respect to further steps to be 
taken and in relationship to the quality of assessments carried out. 
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The General Prosecution Office prepares the accounts which the Court must judge (bodies 
with a public accountant, whom the Prosecutor General may fine in case of delay) or audit 
(state-controlled enterprises).  It checks that the optional audits the Court may carry out are 
within its jurisdiction.  The Prosecutor General, acting on his/her own initiative or in response 
to a request, and as guarantor of financial legality, may also ask the Court to open proceedings 
concerning the de facto management [of public funds] or to revise a ruling.  The Prosecutor 
may also appeal against rulings by Regional Chambers or ask for a second audit of a social 
security body. 
 
Furthermore, the Prosecutor has the power to deal directly with administrations, either in 
response to a request from the Court and the Regional and Territorial Chambers, or at his/her 
own initiative.  He/she acts as an intermediary between the Court and the judicial authorities, 
especially when referring cases to the latter of presumed, criminal misconduct revealed by the 
Court.  The Prosecutor monitors the enforcement of the Court’s rulings, and more generally, 
he/she oversees the Court’s work, and establishes yearly statistics about the latter. 
 
The Prosecutor General also plays an original role with respect to the Regional and Territorial 
Chambers of Accounts as he/she must ensure the proper functioning of the prosecution offices 
working in these jurisdictions, which are assigned to the Government Comissioners* 
(commissaires du Gouvernement) chosen by the Prosecutor General.  The Commissioners 
make up a network organised by the General Prosecution Office, which directs their actions 
through recommendations and which regularly conducts joint meetings to identify problems 
Commissioners encounter and to answer their questions. 
 
The General Prosecution Office has certain powers of action, relating to: the de facto 
management* of accounts, the preparation of accounts, fines for failure to meet deadlines, 
communication with administrations and criminal judges, as well as the appeal of rulings by 
the Regional and Territorial Chambers.  Nevetheless, it mainly acts as a magistracy with 
powers of influence, by stating opinions on the organisation and functioning of the Court, by 
advising its magistrates, by providing “conclusions” on the content of reports, and by running 
the network of Government Commissioners in the financial judicial authorities. 
 
The Prosecutor General also carries out the public prosecution functions in the Budget and 
Finance Disciplinary Court.  He/she may ask the Court to initiate hearings, to dismiss cases, 
to follow-up legal proceedings at various stages, to call suspected persons (after examination) 
before the Court, and to ask them to be sentenced to fines. 
 
* See the Lexicon. 
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The Members of the Court of Accounts 
About 650 persons were working for the Court of Accounts, in 2004.  More than 300 civil 
servants, of different grades, run the various administrative departments of the Court, 
including: documentation, office administration, archives, human resources, the budget, 
communication, logistics and information technology. 
 
Magistrates and Rapporteurs 
 
Apart from the First President, the Court’s staff at the end of 2004 included: 106 Audit 
Managers (conseillers maîtres**), 76 Senior Auditors (conseillers référendaires) and 16 
Junior Auditors (auditeurs). 
 
Aside the magistrates who are members of the Corps, other civil servants working for the 
Court include: 
- Extraordinary Audit Managers (conseillers maîtres en service extraordinaire), whose 
position was created by the Law of 22 June 1976, when the Commission responsible for 
auditing the accounts of public corporations joined the Court.  They are not magistrates, and 
are nominated for a single, four-year term. 
- External rapporteurs, who are Grade A civil servants (civil administrators, State engineers, 
magistrates, officers, Parliamentary civil servants, local government civil servants, health 
service civil servants, social security managers or accountants, etc.).  They are of “ENA 
recruitment level” or equivalent, and are seconded to the Court for six years at the most, and 
may change posts after two years.  They carry out the same work as Senior and Junior 
Auditors, though not judicial tasks.  There were 62 rapporteurs at the Court, at the end of 
2004. 
 
 
** Including former Chamber Presidents still in service and Extraordinary Audit Managers. 
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- Assistants are Grade A or B civil servants, usually with a background in finance (national 
accounting, taxes, customs).  They work on audits under the supervision of a magistrate or a 
(non-magistrate) rapporteur. 
 
Due to the Court’s workload, a significant share of audit work is carried out by persons who 
do not belong to the Corps of the Court’s magistrates.  The distribution of work sometimes 
depends on the number of the Court’s magistrates seconded to other institutions.  This is on 
the increase, given greater mobility within the French administration and the desirability of 
allowing civil servants like the Court’s magistrates to share experiences in operational and 
audit activities. 
 
A Magistrate’s Career 
 
 President of a Chamber 

 
 

 at least three years of 
seniority 

 

 Audit Manager 
 

 

A 1/3 are recruited outside the 
Court: candidates must be at 
least 40 years old, with 15 
years public sector 
experience. 

2/3 are promoted on merit.  

 Senior Auditors, 1st class 
 

 

 4/5 are promoted on merit, 
1/5 are promoted on seniority 
 

Auditor with the Regional 
Chambers of Accounts, 
nominated as Regional 
President 

 Senior Auditors, 2st class 
 

 

A1/4 are recruited outside the 
Court: candidates must be at 
least 35 years old, with 10 
public sector experience.    

3/4 are promoted on merit     

 Auditors, 1st class 
 

 

 Promotion on seniority, after 
at least 18 months service 
 

Officers 

 Auditors, 2nd class 
Recruited only from ENA 
(5 to 6 posts per year) 
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The Court’s magistrates are appointed by a decree of the President of the Republic: 
 
- a decree in the Council of Ministers (the French Government’s Cabinet), which appoints the 
First President, the Procurator General, the Presidents of the Chambers and the Audit 
Managers; 
- a simple decree, which appoints Senior and Junior Auditors, as well as the Court’s Secretary 
General, the Deputy Secretary Generals and the Advocate Generals. 
 
The Rights and Duties of a Magistrate 
 
Magistrates, from the First President down to Junior Auditors 2nd Class have security of 
tenure.  This principle was laid down in 1807, and restated by the Law of 1967 (Art. L. 122-1 
of the Public Finance Courts Code [PFCC]).  However, most magistrates alternate between 
holding office in the Court and in other public organisations (through secondment) or private 
bodies (on leave of absence). 
 
Magistrates must take an oath before taking office.  They do so on entering the Court, in a 
formal ceremony in the Court’s Grand Chamber. 
 
The Court’s magistrates, as all civil servants, are remunerated on the basis of pay scales and 
bonuses. 
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The Secretary General and the Court’s Administration 
 
 
The Secretary General’s mission is to assist the First President in his/her management of the 
Court, in the administration of the Court’s departments, in his/her role as President of the 
Supreme Council of the Regional Chambers, and in the functioning of all affiliated bodies. 
 
The Secretariat General 
 
The Secretary General’s responsibilities include overall coordination of the Court’s work, 
administrative organisation of the Committee of public reports and programmes and liasing 
with bodies affiliated with the Court.  The Secretary General is also in charge of: 
-foreign relations and European affairs; 
-general office administration and the Court’s achives; 
-public reports and programmes**. 
 
A Deputy Secretary General is responsible for managing magistrates and rapporteurs, and for 
directing the Court’s departments: 
-human resources; 
-financial matters and management; 
-information technology; 
-logistics; 
-communication; 
-typing, document presentation. 
 
A Deputy Secretary General is responsible for managing the Regional Chambers of Account, 
the tools and methods used in auditing, and training magistrates. 
 
** This is a service provided to the general rapporteur of the Committee of public reports and 
programmes. 
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MISSIONS 
 
The Missions of the Court of Accounts 
 
The missions of finance courts are executed in compliance with the Public Finance Courts 
Code (see summary below).  They have recently been extended, as shown by the inclusion of 
Articles L. 111-7 and 8.  But the Court’s traditional mission, especially in assisting 
Parliament, has also experienced important developments. 
 
The role of judging in Finance Courts 
 
The accounts held by public accountants are judged by the Court of Accounts, or by the 
Regional and Territorial Chambers of Accounts. 
 
The Court’s jurisdiction covers about a thousand accounts of the State (payers and receivers 
of public funds), various national, public establishments and Public Interest Groups 
(Groupement d’intérêt public, GIP) that have a public accountant. 
 
The jurisdiction of the Regional and Territorial Chambers of Accounts includes more than 
40,000 accounts held by local authorities and their state-owned companies.  The law has 
authorised the Court of Accounts to delegate to the Regional and Territorial Chambers the 
judgement of the accounts of a certain number of different types public enterprises or Public 
Interest Groups (these mainly include higher education establishments and certain consular 
chambers).  The delegation of responsibility is carried out on a regional basis, and is decided 
by the First President, after consultation with the relevant Regional Chamber of Accounts. 
 
Public Finance Courts Code 
the judgement of public accountants’ accounts (L. 111-1) 
 
assistance to Parliament and the Government in the auditing of the execution of Finance Laws 
(L. 111-2) 
 
verification of the regularity of expenditure and revenues and auditing the proper use of 
public credits, funds and assets (L. 111-3) 
 
auditing social security organisations (L. 111-5) 
 
auditing the application of legislation on social security for government administrations (L. 
111-6) 
 
auditing organisations which receive French or European public funding or which are 
authorised to receive specific taxes, taxes of any type, compulsory contributions and other 
transfers that are not obligatory (L. 111-7) 
 
auditing the accounts which show how organisations receiving donations from the public use 
their monies; verifying that expenditure conforms with the stated objectives of organisations 
that receive donations which are tax-deductible; auditing specifically-named organisations (L. 
111-8) 
auditing the application of the Social Security Finance Laws (L. 111-9) 
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The types of audits carried out 
 
The typology of the Court’s audits conforms to the recognised, international definition of 
performance audits.  
 
Apart from efficiency and effectiveness, this typology stresses regularity, in other words the 
conformity of management practices with laws and regulations. 
 
Regularity, efficiency and effectiveness audits lead to simultaneous assessments.  But the 
observations made by the judicial authorities emphasise these aspects to varying degrees, 
depending on the case. 
 
Regularity 
Regularity audits of management and accounts involve not just verifying revenue and 
expenditure transactions when accounts are being judged, but also includes examining all 
management practices. 
 
Regularity audits of management are based on all official texts relating to public management, 
as well as on the fundamental principles of good management. 
 
The actual judgement of public accounts does not exhaust all criticisms which can be made of 
accounting practices, some of which may be found in observations relating to management. 
 
Given that its jurisdiction covers public corporations and organisations not subject to the rules 
of public accounting, the Court of Accounts may evaluate respect for the basic principles 
underlying presentation of social accounts. 
 
Efficiency 
This type of audit seeks to evaluate the relationship between the resources used and the 
outcomes of an activity. 
 
Effectiveness 
This aspect of auditing compares the results obtained with the stated objectives of a public 
activity.  Evaluating public policy is an objective of audits and the Finance Courts seek to 
participate fully in field. 
 
Informing the public 
 
The Courts work is today largely publicised by the dissemination of public reports, their use 
in Parliamentary debates, quotations given in the press, and their publication on-line, since the 
end of 1998, on the website of the Finance Courts: www.ccomptes.fr   Citizens thus have 
access to independent information, allowing them to evaluate the use made of public monies. 
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The Obligations of Finance Courts 
 
The Court is the judge of all public accounts.  The new statute of limitations, brought in by 
Finance Law modification of 30 December 2004 does not undermine the fundamental 
principle that public accounts must be presented and judged, though the latter must now take 
place within a certain period of time.  Failure to pass judgement within the new deadline leads 
to a case being dismissed. 
 
The Court must also assess the accounts of all “top ranking” public corporations every three 
or four years, whatever the corporation’s exact status. 
 
Under existing legislation, the Court must also carry out two other types of task. 
 
The Court must draw up an annual report for Parliament on the application of the Finance 
Laws and on the accounts of central Government.  The Court must also report on the Laws 
Financing Social Security. 
 
Prefects (préfets) may refer cases to the Regional and Territorial Chambers, with the latter 
providing the former recommendations expressed as “opinions”. 
 
This occurs especially when a local authority fails to vote its budget within normal deadlines, 
when budgets are not correctly balanced, or when deficits are revealed at the end of a 
financial year.  Prefects may also ask Chambers to examine public procurements or public 
service contracts, accorded to private operators. 
 
All other audits and assessments are carried out at the behest of the Finance Courts, except 
when the Parliament requests the Court to carry out specific investigations. 
 
The Courts’ freedom of initiative is based on their independence, a principle that has been 
reiterated by the France’s Constitutional Council. 
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The Specific Mission of Assisting Parliament 
Article 47 of the French Constitution 
 
The State: Art. 47 
“The Court of Accounts shall assist the Parliament and the Government in monitoring the 
application of Finance Laws.”  
 
The Organic Law of 1st August 2001 concerning Finance Laws has profoundly altered the 
manner in which the Court of Accounts assists Parliament, as set out in the Constitution.  
Article 58 of the Law completes and specifies the Court’s mission, which now requires the 
Court to certify the accounts of the Government. 
 
The Court, in fulfilling its remit to assist Parliament, is to guide the budget and administrative 
reforms required by the Organic Law of 1st August 2001. 
 
The Court has also participated in the audit and assessment mission of the National 
Assembly’s Finance Committee.  In application of Article 58-2, the Court provided both the 
National Assembly and the Senate with several reports in 2004. 
 
Social Security: Art. 47-1 
“The Court of Accounts shall assist the Parliament and the Government in monitoring the 
application of Social Security Finance Laws.  
 
The Court must also assist Parliament in the field of social security.  The creation of Laws 
Financing Social Security, in 1996, oblige the Court to publish a report on the Law, each year 
before the new Bill is tabled.  
 
Article 58 of the Organic Law of 1st August 2001 
 
In terms of the Organic Law, the Court’s mission to assist the Parliament as set out in the last 
paragraph of Article 47 of the Constitution relates especially to: 
 
1) The obligation to reply to requests by the chairperson and general rapporteur of the 
Finance Committees in both National Assembly and the Senate, which are assigned the task 
of assessing Finance Laws, under Article 57 of the Organic Law.  
 
2) The undertaking of any survey requested by the Finance Committees of the chambers of 
Parliament concerning the management of the departments and organisations they supervise.  
The conclusions of a survey must be submitted to the Finance Committee making the 
request, and the Committee decides on possible publication.  
 
3) The submission of a preliminary report linked to the submission of the report mentioned in 
Article 48, relative to the results of the execution of the previous financial year. 
 
4) The submission of a report linked to the proposal for a Bill regulating the results of the 
execution of the previous financial year and to the associated accounts, which examine 
especially the use of budget appropriations by mission and by programme. 
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5) The certification of the regularity and the true and fair view of Government accounts.  
This certification is appended to the regulating Bill and is accompanied by a summary of the 
assessment made. 
 
6) The submission of a report linked to the submission of any Finance Bill concerning the 
movement of funds by administrative action, whose ratification is called for in the same 
Finance Bill. 
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INTERNATIONAL AND EUROPEAN ACTIVITIES 
 
The Court carries out a variety of international activities.  Some of them are related to its core 
function, namely auditing.  By participating in such activities, magistrates can share their 
most useful experiences, while drawing on overseas practices to help develop their own 
working methods. 
 
International cooperation 
 
The Court of Accounts participates actively in the work of international organisations that 
formally gather Supreme Audit Institutions, such as the INTOSAI (International Organisation 
of Supreme Audit Institutions), the EUROSAI (European Organisation of Supreme Audit 
Institutions) or the AISCCUF (Association des institutions supérieures de contrôle ayant en 
commun l’usage du français).  It also participates in informal meetings such as the “Contact 
Committee” of the Supreme Audit Institutions in the European Union (including the European 
Court of Auditors).  These multilateral forums provide occasions not just to exchange 
information, but also to work together on developing new practices to modernise public sector 
management. 
 
Bilateral cooperation 
 
The Court has a policy of cooperating bilaterally with numerous developing countries, and 
with countries seeking to establish similar Supreme Audit Institutions.  Such activities include 
sending experts abroad, or receiving foreign civil servants and magistrates for training in 
France’s finance courts. 
 
European affairs 
 
Under article 248 of the Treaty establishing the European Community, the Court of Accounts 
is responsible for managing relations between French public administrations and the European 
Court of Auditors.  Furthermore, as many French administrations and public organisations 
manage European funds, the Court’s audits of these monies may be of interest to the Court of 
Auditors.  Observations by the French Court may therefore be submitted to the latter.  The 
Court also participates in the working parties examining a wide range of subjects, within the 
framework of the “Contact Committee” (mentioned above). 
 
The Court’s mandates as accounts commissioners for international organisations 
 
The Court of Accounts has been selected by several international organisations to act as their 
accounts commissioners, including the World Meteorological Organization (1985-2004), the 
UN (1986-1989), the Food and Agriculture Organisation (1995-2002).  The Court is currently 
responsible for auditing the United Nations Organisation: from 1st July 2001 until 30th June 
2010, the First President is one of the UN’s three accounts commissioners (with 
representatives from the Philippines and the Republic of South Africa).  The Court is also the  
accounts commissioner for Interpol. 
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AUDITS 

 
The General Auditing Rules 
 
The rules applied to auditing by the Court, defined in its broader sense, relate to methods and 
procedures.  The methods vary significantly depending on subject and type of audit.  
Procedures change according to types of organisation. 
 
The Court’s working programme  
 
Once a year, an order by the First President sets the programme for each of the Court’s 
Chambers.  This is established on the basis of proposals by the Chamber Presidents, in view 
of medium-term policies and priorities. 
 
Within each Chamber, each audit is then assigned to one or more rapporteurs (magistrates, 
civil servants, who may be aided by assistants).  The results of their findings are published in 
reports that are then referred to a Senior Auditor, acting as counter-rapporteur*, for 
assessment, prior to collegial deliberations* by the Chamber; the latter leading to a decision 
about further action to be taken. 
 
Procedures 
Scope of investigations 
All organizations under the Court’s jurisdiction must regularly submit their accounts and all 
legally required documents to the Court. 
 
The rapporteurs of the Court have very broad powers of investigation.  No document relating 
to an organisation’s accounts or management may be withheld from them.  This obligation 
applies to all persons involved in an organisation’s management, including in its parent 
authority. Obstructing the Court’s investigations carries a fine of up to €15,245. 
 
The decision-making process 
The work is organised in accordance with the principles of collegiality and due hearing*  in 
order to avoid errors of law, or of fact, or of interpretation of the rulings* and 
communications* that the Court of Accounts forwards to the authorities concerned.  To 
counterbalance the broad discretion given to the rapporteurs in organising their work and 
presenting their opinions, this audit process is set out very precisely in the legislation and 
regulations of the Public Finance Courts Code. 
 
* See the Lexicon. 
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The Audit Process 
of a public organisation or body 
 
A letter notifying that an audit is to be undertaken includes the names of the members of the 
audit team, and the likely timing of the audit.  The letter is signed by the President of the 
Chamber and is addressed to the head of the organisation or body to be audited.  Another 
letter may be sent to the parent authority, if necessary. 
 
A meeting then takes place between the audit team and the managers of the organisation to be 
audited, to explain to them the areas and structure of the audit, as well as its relationship with 
other audits in progress. 
 
The structure of the audit: the rapporteurs have very wide powers of investigation.  They carry 
out their inquiry using all accounting and administrative documents of the organisation in 
question, the replies the latter provide to the auditors’ questionnaires, as well as the results of 
their investigations within the organisation.  Their findings and proposals for follow-up are 
subsequently published in an “audit report”, which is examined by the chamber. 
 
Presentation by the audit team of their main observations (facts and analyses) to the managers 
of the organisation being audited.  At this stage, responsibility for these observations lies only 
with the audit team and not the Court. 
 
A collegial deliberation then takes place on the basis of the audit report, supported by the 
opinion of the Prosecutor General and the views of the counter-rapporteur.  The deliberation 
sets out further action to be taken. 
 
Provisional observations. A statement may be sent by the President of the Chamber, in which 
the Court may reply fully or in part to the observations and analyses of the rapporteur.  This is 
a confidential document, as set out in Article R.141-8 of the Public Finance Courts Code, and 
is sent to the director of the audited organisation (and copy is sent to the parent authority, if 
necessary).  If  third parties are called into question, then they too will receive the relevant 
extracts from the document.  The cover letter indicates the deadline the organisation has to 
reply, which cannot be less than one month. 
 
Hearings. The Court may wish to question the managers of the organisation.  The President of 
the Chamber will inform them of the date of hearings, and possibly of the precise details for 
which the Court requires further explanations. 
 
Notification of an audit 
Meeting at the start of the audit 
Audit of documents and investigations at the organisation 
Meeting ending the audit 
First deliberation 
Submission of a statement of provisional observations 
Reply  No Reply 
Possible hearings 
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The Court must give the directors the right to reply if it is planning to publish certain 
observations in the wake of the audit or to submit them to Parliament, which is the case for a 
referral* (référé) to minister(s). 
 
A further collegial deliberation* establishes how the audit is to be followed up 
administratively, which include a letter from the President to the director of the organisation, 
possibly accompanied by a statement of final observations, referral(s) to the minister(s) or a 
communication informing the Prosecutor General. 
 
In some cases, the statement of provisional observations may be deemed as unimportant.  The 
Court then ends all proceedings after its first deliberation. 
 
Communications by the Court include: 
 
A letter by the President of the Chamber notifying the end of the audit, with no observations.  
The proceedings are then stopped. 
 
A letter by the President setting out the observations of the Court, and which is possibly 
accompanied by a statement of final observations.  Such a letter does not rule out further 
litigation. 
 
A referral (référé) by the President to the minister(s) of the parent authority, setting out the 
observations which concern them.  Since 2001, referrals to the Parliamentary Finance 
Committees are accompanied by the replies made to their observations. 
 
Communications by the Prosecutor General are aimed at making observations and proposals 
that are essentially of a legal nature or at denouncing irregularities, both to the organisation in 
question and to the parent authorities. 
 
First deliberation 
 Second deliberation 
Final follow-up measures 
Final follow-up administrative measures 
Letter ending the audit 
 and/or 
Letter by the President 
 and/or 
Referral 
 and/or 
Communication by the Prosecutor General 
 
Possible litigation following an audit 
 
-The declaration of de facto management relating to 
officials who are not entitled to hold or to manage public 
funds or who have tolerated such management (Art. L.131-
2, R. 131-12 and 13 of the Public Finance Courts Code. 
-Referral to the Budget and Finance Disciplinary Court for 

Possible publications 
 
Some observations made 
during an audit by the Court 
may be published in its annual 
public report or in a specific 
public report. 
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presumed irregularities (Art. L.313-1 to 14). 
-Submission to the Minister of Justice, via the Prosecutor 
General, (Art. R.135-3). 
-The Court may also send communications to the tax 
authorities, to the competition authorities and to the fraud 
office. 
 
* See the Lexicon. 
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The Follow-Up to Audits 
 
The Court of Accounts carries out ex post facto audits, in other words it audits activities once 
they have occurred.  Its role is to identify and highlight errors and mistakes. 
 
The goals of the Court centre on the rectification of irregularities, the improvement of 
management and the adoption of reforms. 
 
The rectification of or irregularities 
 
The Court’s judicial decisions: its rulings 
The Court has powers to sanction public accountants directly.  It can indeed request that 
monies paid out unduly or not collected by a public body are recovered. 
 
The Court gives a ruling* (arrêt) following each audit.  The process of due hearing* 
(contradiction) is guaranteed by the principle whereby rulings are given in two phases.  Any 
first ruling which imposes a fine on an accountant is provisional.  A final ruling is only given 
after examination of further evidence provided to the Court. 
 
A final ruling may find that an accountant has met his/her obligations (the accountant is 
discharged).  Or it may find the accountant to be in debt to the organisation for which he/she 
manages the accounts (the ruling includes a declaration of financial liability or débet). 
 
The Court may also adjudicate by: 
giving rulings, which impose fines when accounts at not submitted on time or in response to a 
provisional ruling. 
 
Final rulings by the may entail: 
an appeal for revision* (révision) by the Court itself, upon presentation of new evidence; 
an appeal to overturn the ruling on grounds of law, before the Council of State. 
 
Submission of a case to other jurisdictions 
If the Court finds irregularities have been committed by the directors of a public body then it 
may submit the case to the Budget and Finance Disciplinary Court (BFDC).  
 
At the request of the Court, or at his/her own initiative, the Prosecutor General may submit 
cases to the judicial authorities when evidence revealed during an audit suggests that crimes 
or misdemeanours have been committed. 
 
Some irregularities are not open to sanction by the BFDC nor the criminal courts.  The Court 
then brings these to the attention of the relevant persons and authorities responsible, in a 
communication or by inclusion in a public report.  
 
 
The improvement of Management and the adoption of reforms 
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The Court’s observations concerning management are a source of progress and often lead to 
change because they do not merely criticise the past, but also include recommendations on 
how to improve public services. 
 
These observations do not in themselves carry direct consequences.  According to their 
importance, the Court may decide to submit these observations to the relevant administrators, 
to management bodies, to political authorities, to Parliamentary Committees or communicate 
them to the public.  Their indirect impact stems from the Court’s reputation. 
 
* See the Lexicon. 
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The Court’s audits have a dissuasive influence  
 
on public accountants*: they are personally and financially responsible for the regularity of 
all transactions (receipts and expenditures) they control; 
 
on commitments officers (ordonnateurs), who are authorised to spend public monies: they are 
managers of public corporations or organisations, and may, in certain circumstances, be 
directly subject to litigation (proceedings for de facto management, referrals to the Budget 
and Finance Disciplinary Court).  They are also concerned about seeing their management 
criticised by the Court, especially in its public reports, which are now widely disseminated 
and publicised. 
 
The incentives created by the Court’s audits  
 
The Court’s observations are useful to all persons seeking to improve the management of 
public monies.  They may have a positive impact during the audit stage, when irregularities or 
doubtful practices are revealed, or following the communications released after an audit.  
Public reports give account, not just of criticisms of management, but also increasingly of the 
recovery of funds and significant improvements in management, resulting from the Court’s 
actions. 
 
 
A list of follow-up measures  
 Recipient Reply 

requested 
Public 
exposure   

Number of 
cases, 2004 

Ruling Accountant Yes or no, 
depending on 
the case 

Yes, once 
final 
measures 
have been 
adopted 

373 

Referrals Minister Yes No, but 
passed on to 
Parliament 

41 

Communication by the 
Prosecutor General 

“Competent 
authority” 

Yes No 88 + 48 from 
the Regional 
Chambers 
(RCAs) + 30 
for criminal 
cases 
submitted by 
the Court or 
by the RCAs 

Letter by the President of a 
Chamber 

“Competent 
authority” 

Yes or no, 
depending on 
the case 

No 235 

Special report (“blue”) on 
a public corporation 

“Competent 
authority” 

No No, but 
passed on to 
Parliament 

33 
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Communication to a 
Parliamentary Committee 

Parliamentar
y committee 

No Yes, usually 
included in a 
Parliamentar
y publication 

4 

 
* See the Lexicon. 
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PUBLICATIONS 
 
 
The Court’s annual report is important in bringing it to the public’s attention.  The report 
draws together the Court’s observations, and was originally submitted only to the Head of 
State.  It has been submitted to Parliament since 1832 and has been available to the public 
since 1938. 
 
In fact the annual report, which does not cover the Court’s judicial activities, only presents a 
small share of its work.  The report does, however, cover the work of the Regional Chambers 
of Accounts.  Today, the report is backed up by several other types of publication, and the 
Parliament also publishes certain studies by the Court.  
 
The Court has several objectives in publishing documents of varying lengths on a particular 
subject, or making reports submitted to Parliament available to the public: the Court may feel 
that publicising its findings will increase their impact and effectiveness, or it may want 
citizens to be better-informed and hence the Court seeks to make public policy more 
transparent.  Every year, the annual report examines about 20 cases or issues selected for 
criteria such as the financial questions at stake, their exemplary nature (i.e. the frequency and 
gravity of the risks revealed), the importance of the issues to policy-makers or public opinion. 
 
In recent years, part of the Court’s annual report also looks at its previous activities.  In doing 
so, the Court is seeking to respond to the widely-held view that its observations have no 
impact on government.  The Court thus aims to show that public management has improved 
significantly. 
 
The annual report is a key component of the Court’s and the finance courts’ overall 
communication policy.  But it is now backed up by reports on specific subjects.  Between four 
and seven of these are published each year, relating to complex issues that may be of interest 
to persons involved in public management or simply to citizens.  Since the first such report in 
1991, the Court has published 41 special subject reports, on issues as varied as the 
conservation of water resources under threat from agricultural pollution (2002), civil service 
pensions (2003), the reception of immigrants and the integration of persons of immigrant 
origin (2004), or the decommissioning of nuclear power stations and the management of 
radioactive waste (2005). 
 
The Court also now publishes the reports it submits to Parliament each year, relating to the 
application of Finances Laws and the financing of the Social Security system.  This is an 
opportunity for the Court to examine the evolution of public finances: the revenue and 
expenditures of government and all Social Security organisations. 
 
Lastly, the Court is responsible for auditing monies donated by the public.  While publication 
of such audits is not compulsory, the Court publishes this information as a matter of princple, 
so as to inform donors.   
 
 
The range of publications by the Court has therefore expanded considerably in recent years.  
Nearly one third of its work leads to publications.  Parliament may also publish studies it 
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commissions from the Court.  About fifteen such reports were thus published, under the 
auspices of one of the two Parliamentary Finance Committees, during the first two years of 
the Organic Finance Law’s application.  This procedure has now been standardised. 
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THE REGIONAL AND TERRITORIAL CHAMBERS OF ACCOUNTS 
 
The Court of Accounts and the Regional and Territorial Chambers of Accounts (RTCAs) are 
independent, separate judicial authorities.  The Court also acts a court of appeal for 
judgements made in the RTCAs. 
 
Apart from their judicial functions, the Court and the RTCAs also exercise responsibilities 
relating to the assessment of management.  They have therefore developed close working 
relations in this area, in order to ensure the consistency and pertinence of their work and 
decisions. 
 
To this end, a liaison committee is responsible for coordinating investigations carried 
simultaneously by several RTCAs, for planning of audits, as well as defining and guiding 
investigations common to the Court and the RTCAs.  The results of these activities are 
destined to be published in the annual public report of the Court, or in its special public 
reports. 
 
A permanent unit, headed by a magistrate from the Court, supervises the activities by the 
RTCAs. 
 
The capacity of the finance courts to function as a network also depends on the relationship 
between the Corps of magistrates of the RTCAs and that of the Court.  Consequently, the 
Presidents of the RTCAs are magistrates of the Court of Accounts, either because they were 
previously working at the Court, or because they join the Corps of the Court upon being 
appointed as President of a RTCA.  Magistrates in either Corps may be appointed as part-time 
rapporteurs in the other Corps. 
 
Furthermore, the Supreme Council of the RTCAs, which is chaired by the First President of 
the Court, includes members of both Corps.  The Council has powers of supervision over the 
magistrates’ careers, and gives its opinions relating to nominations of Presidents to the 
RTCAs. 
 
Lastly, the departments responsible for administrative activities at the Court are also in charge 
of personnel management, information technology services, managing finances, training and 
documentation for both the Court and the RTCAs. 
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 The Regional and Territorial Chambers of Accounts 
 
Jurisdictions 
The respective jurisdictions of the Court and the Regional and Territorial Chambers of 
Accounts 
 
Ex post facto audit and assessment:  the respective jurisdictions of the Court of Accounts, the 
Regional and Territorial Chambers of Accounts, the General Treasurer-Payers (GTP – 
trésoriers-payeurs généraux) and the COREC 
Bodies with a public accountant   
State (Central Government) Public Sector  
The State The Court 
State public establishments The Court (generally) 

RCAs and TCAs (when 
delegated by the Court) 
GTP (ex-OTC and abroad)  

General Interest Groups The Court 
 
Local Public Sector  
Local authorities RCAs and TCAs 

GTP (for small communes) 
Local public establishments  RCAs and TCAs 

GTP (small public 
establishments) 

General Interest Groups RCAs and TCAs 
 
Bodies with no public accountant  
The State (Central Government) Public Sector  
The State’s public establishments (Chambers of Commerce) RCAs and TCAs (when 

delegated by the Court) 
Public corporations The Court 
General Interest Groups The Court 
 
Local Public Sector  
Public corporations RCAs and TCAs 
General Interest Groups RCAs and TCAs 
 
Social Security Sector  
Organisations operating under private law, managing 
obligatory social security contributions 

The Court and COREC 

Social Security Sector  
Organisations benefiting from financial support from the 
State public sector 

The Court 

Organisations benefiting from financial support from the local 
public sector  

RCAs and TCAs 

Organisations benefiting from financial support from the 
Social Security System 

The Court and COREC 

Organisations receiving donations from the general public The Court 
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The Regional and Territorial Chambers of Accounts 
 
Addresses and contact particulars  
 
 
RCA for Alsace 
RCA for Aquitaine 
RCA for Auvergne 
RCA for Burgandy 
RCA for Brittany 
RCA for Centre 
RCA for Champagne-Ardennes 
RCA for Corsica 
RCA for Franche-Comté 
RCA for Ile-de-France 
RCA for Languedoc-Roussillon 
RCA for Limousin 
RCA for Lorraine 
RCA for Midi-Pyrenees 
RCA for Nord-Pas-de-Calais  
RCA for Lower Normandy 
RCA for Upper Normandy 
RCA for Pays de la Loire 
RCA for Picardy 
RCA for Poitou-Charentes 
RCA for Provence-Alps Côte d’Azur 
RCA for Rhone-Alps 
RCA for Guadeloupe-French-Guiana-Martinque 
RCA for La Réunion 
TCA for New Caledonia 
TCA for French Polynesia 
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AFFILIATED ORGANISATIONS 

 
Why “affiliated”? 
 
Organisations are “affiliated” to the Court, because their activities extend those of the Court, 
to some extent: 
-with regard to sanctions imposed on administrations (by the Budget and Finance Disciplinary 
Court); 
-with regard to assessing the evolution of compulsory taxation (the Council of Compulsory 
Taxation, since 1st October 2005); 
-with regard to public service reforms (the Public Service Review Committee); 
-with regard to overseeing copyright payments (the Permanent Control Commission for the 
Collection and Allocation of Rights). 
 
The first three bodies are chaired by the First President, while a large share of the rapporteurs 
in all four bodies are Court magistrates. 
 
The Budget and Finance Disciplinary Court - BFDC 
(La Cour de discipline budgétaire et financière) 
 
The BFDC was established by the Law of 25 September 1948 and is a judicial body 
specialised in suppressing certain irregularities in areas of public finances. 
 
The Budget and Finance Disciplinary Court is a separate, though affiliated, judicial authority 
from the Court of Accounts.  Its remit covers sanctioning violations of budgetary, financial 
and accounting rules, laid out in Articles L. 313-1, and in accordance with the Public Finance 
Courts Code. 
 
The Court thus acts to prevent rules and procedures for managing public revenues and 
expenditures from being breached by civil servants, government officials (civil and military), 
local authority employees and their public organisations, as well as by representatives, 
administrators and other officials of all organisations which are subject to control and audit by 
the Court, along with the Regional and Territorial Chambers of Accounts.  The Budget and 
Finance Disciplinary Court’s jurisdiction does not extend to members of the Government, 
however, and powers to sanction elected, local government representatives is restricted to 
cases specifically set out in law. 
 
The BFDC also has powers to sanction serious management errors in public corporations, the 
non-respect of financial control rules, the irregular allocation of monies aimed at covering up 
cost over-runs, the commitment to spending by persons not authorised to do so, and failure to 
submit tax returns by persons within the Court’s jurisdiction. There are two cases when failure 
to apply a legal ruling by a public authority may lead to sanctions by the Budget and Finance 
Disciplinary Court: first, when a ruling leading to a fine has not been applied; second, when a 
ruling has not been applied, leading in turn to a further legal penalty. 
 
Lastly, the BFDC has the power of sanction in cases when unjustified benefits are accorded to 
third parties by persons falling within the Court’s jurisdiction, and when these benefits are 
provided at a cost to the Treasury or to the organisation involved. 
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While recourse to the BFDC is exceptional, this Court has established a substantial and 
balanced jurisprudence during the 50 years of its existence, which bears out the usefulness of 
non-criminal, sanctions procedures, specific to public finances.  The special protection that 
must be given to public funds is a requirement of democracy and justifies the existence of 
specific frauds and sanctions.  A special administrative, judicial system to manage this regime 
guarantees fair justice in a particularly technical area.  The BFCD may impose fines and 
decide to publish its rulings in the Official Journal of the French Government. 
 
The BFCD is chaired by the First President of the Court of Accounts, and is made up equally 
of State Councillors (conseillers d’Etat) and Audit Managers: the president of the Council of 
State’s finance section is also vice-president of Budget and Finance Disciplinary Court.  
Cases are usually brought before one of the two sections of the BFCD, which may also hear 
cases in plenary sessions. 
 
The prosecutor’s role at the BFCD is carried out by the Court of Account’s Prosecutor 
General, assisted by Government Commissioners*.  
 
The Court may be asked to examine cases by the Presidents of the National Assembly or the 
Senate, by the Prime Minister, the Finance Minister, or by other members of the Government 
for matters relating to civil servants under their direct responsibility.  The Court of Accounts, 
the Prosecutor General and the Regional and Territorial Courts of Accounts may also bring 
cases before the BFCD. 
 
Court proceedings before the BFCD are governed by the Public Finance Courts Code. 
 
As the Budget and Finance Disciplinary Court’s jurisdiction is administrative and not 
criminal, appeals against its rulings go before the Council of State. All rulings by the BFDC 
are posted on the Internet site of the Court of Accounts: www.ccomptes.fr 
 
The Public Service Review Committee 
(Comité central d’enquête sur le coût et le rendement des services publics) 
 
The PSRC was established by the Decree of 9 August 1946.  Its mission is to examine and 
propose measures aimed at reducing the costs, improving the quality and increasing the 
yields of services supplied by ministries, public organisations, local authorities and any other 
body responsible for providing public services. 
 
 
Linked to the Prime Minister’s office, the PSRC is chaired by the First President of the Court 
of Accounts, and has thirty members, including four members of Parliament, elected local 
government representatives, senior civil servants and representatives of the civil service 
unions. 
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The Permanent Control Commission for the Collection and Allocation of Rights 
(Commission Permanente de contrôle des sociétés de perception et de répartition des droits) 
 
Established by the Law of 1 August 2000 on freedom of communication, this Commission is 
chaired by a magistrate of the Court of Accounts and is made up of a State Councillor, a 
Councillor of the Court of Appeal, a member of the General Inspectorate of Finances, and a 
member of the General Inspectorate for the Administration of Cultural Affaires.  The Court 
of Accounts is responsible for the Commission’s overall administration.  
 
The Commission is responsible for auditing the accounts and the management of companies 
(as well as their subsidiaries and related organisations) which receive and distribute payments 
for copyrights and royalties.  The Commission submits an annual report to Parliament, to the 
Government and to the general meetings of the companies thus audited. 
 
* See the Lexicon. 
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LEXICON 
 
A 
Audit of budgetary actions 
This involves the audit by Regional and Territorial Chambers of budgetary actions, at the 
demand of third parties.  Such audits usually lead to a statement of opinion by the Chamber, 
which is transmitted to the prefect. 
 
C 
Commitments officer (Ordonnateur) 
A public representative or official entitled to issue orders relating to the receipt or expenditure 
of public money. 
 
Communications 
All observations, suggestions for improvements or reform concerning the management of 
administrations, public bodies and corporations which are submitted by the Court of Auditors 
to the relevant authorities. 
 
Counter-rapporteur (contre-rapporteur) 
The magistrate in charge of monitoring the audit conducted by the rapporteur.  He/she 
provides his/her views, during hearings, on each point put forward (apostille) by the 
rapporteur. 
 
D 
Declaration of financial liability (débet)  
This arises when a public accountant (or other person handling or holding public funds or 
regulated private funds) is declared as liable to a public body, due to the mismanagement 
funds.  The amount of the liability is set out in a ruling. 
 
De facto accountant (Comptable de fait) 
A person who handles public monies without officially being entitled to do so. 
 
De facto management (gestion de fait) 
The handling of public funds or regulated private funds by someone who is not a public 
accountant, and who is not acting on behalf, or under the supervision of a public accountant.  
 
Deliberation (délibéré) 
Collegial decision taken by a Chamber (or Chamber section) on each proposal put forward by 
the rapporteur concerning responses to an audit.  Deliberations are held in-camera. 
 
Due hearing (contradiction) 
This is a stage in the proceedings which may be jurisdictional or not.  It follows the Court’s 
(or the Regional or Territorial Chamber’s) audit or investigation and precedes its final 
decision.  The due hearing allows the audited party to express its views on the interim 
document prepared by the Court. 
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G 
Government Commissioners (Commissaires du Gouvernement) 
Magistrates of the Regional and Territorial Chambers of Accounts who act as legal advisors 
or prosecutors and who are the correspondents of the Prosecutor General of the Court of 
Accounts. 
 
F 
Financial judicial authorities 
This is a set of institutions including Court of Accounts, the Regional and Territorial 
Chambers of Accounts and the Budget and Finance Disciplinary Court. 
 
Follow-up measures (suites) 
Rulings and communications submitted by the Court, following its audits or in response to 
rulings and communications forwarded by the Regional and Territorial Chambers of 
Accounts, based on their audits.   
 
H 
Hearing (audition) 
Proceedings before the Court of Accounts, as well as before Regional and Territorial 
Chambers, are mainly conducted in writing.  However, these judicial authorities may hear 
administrators and interested parties at the demand of the latter or at their own initiative. 
 
I 
Insertion (Insertion) 
An observation included in the Court’s annual public report. 
 
M 
Management audit 
An ex post facto audit by the Regional and Territorial Chambers of the management by a 
person authorised to make payments, or of other public managers.  
 
O 
Observations 
Findings and criticisms put forward by the Court of Accounts or by the Regional and 
Territorial Chambers relating to the management of a public body or its departments.  The 
Court’s observations are submitted in referrals (référés), memoranda by the Prosecution 
Office, letters to by its Presidents, or are included in public reports. 
 
Opinion (avis) 
An opinion given by the Court, relating, for example, to the regularity and true and fair view 
of the accounts of a public corporation; a proposal put forward by a Regional or Territorial 
Chamber, for instance on the content of a local budget, in the case of an audit referral of local 
budgetary activities; observations made by Regional or Territorial Chambers concerning 
public contracts or public service delegations, following a case’s submission by a prefect. 
 
P 
Programme 
The list of audits to be carried out in the year ahead, by the Court or the Regional and 
Territorial Chambers of Accounts.  The Court’s programme is set by the First President, and 
those of the Regional and Territorial Chambers are set by each Chamber’s president. 
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Public Accountant 
A civil servant or employee who is officially entitled handle public monies. 
 
Public prosecution (ministère public) 
The prosecution function carried out by the financial courts’ magistrates to ensure application 
of the law. 
 
R 
Rapporteur 
A civil servant, but not a magistrate of the Court, in charge of reviews and audits, though not 
judicial activities. 
 
Referral (référé) 
A communication submitted by the First President of the Court of Accounts to a government 
minister, drawing his/her attention to mistakes or inadequacies observed during an 
investigation of accounts, and suggesting ways to remedy these. 
 
Review (Instruction)   
The stage in the proceedings during which the auditor actually audits the organisation under 
review.  Reviews in financial jurisdictions are based on financial and other documents as well 
as on-site inspection. 
 
Revision 
The modification by a court or jurisdiction of a ruling it has pronounced.  Revisions follow 
strict written procedures and may be undertaken at the court’s initiative or in response to an 
appeal by a party. 
 
Ruling (arrêt) 
An act by which the Court of Accounts decides on matters in its jurisdiction. 
 
S 
Separation of commitment officers and accountants 
This is the financial and organisational principle by which financial transactions are carried 
out on the order of two separate and distinct public officials: the commitment officers and the 
accountants.  The ability to commit funds is incompatible with the recording of accounts. 
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